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				For a secretary like me who often deals with PDF, it really comes handy and spare me a lot of headaches.

    -- Luise White
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          I am Luise White, a secretary in an office.

Every day I arrange countless PDF documents - magazines, CVs, presentations, proposals and other documents which arrive or are created during the day. It would be better if I can merge PDF pages so that papers will not be piled up on my desk.

I thought I would try a few more before I found PDFMate PDF Merger. I was wondering whether it works or not. But it installed fast. However, I think it is only free PDF merger I could find that works perfectly.

PDFMate Free PDF Merger can merge all my scanned images and PDF doucments fast and nice! It also helps print files in decent layout like A3, A4, A5 which I didn't expect. What's more, it can print my documents in 4-in-1 or 2-in-1 arrangement(save time and paper, environmental-friendly). For a secretary like me who often deals with PDF, it really comes handy and spare me a lot of headaches. As a freeware, it is perfect for PDF merging and printing.

I need a program to join over 100 jpg files and scanned PDF files in a batch. It works.

I loaded up the files and within a minute it had perfectly combined, laid out and merged all those files. Absolutely it‘s flawless without running out of memory. 

 I need a program to save paper when printing without losing any quality. It works.

It can merge 4 pages or 2 pages into one which save time and paper and can be environmental-friendly. 
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I need a program to extract certain parts of the files. It works.

It can specify any page or page ranges to split the original file into several parts. It helps me extract out the useful parts.

I have been using this freeware for months. Save time, save paper and save money. That's what PDFMate PDF Merger has done for me.
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